BECKETT TP.
(Tp. 9 F)

DISTRICT OF SUDbury
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 PORCUPINE MINING DIVISION

WHITEHEAD TP. M.2178

MISSISSAGI PROVINCIAL FOREST

CARRUTHERS TP. M.2105

All Boundaries run by T.J. Patton A.L.S. 1911

400' Surface Rights Reservation around all Lakes & Rivers.

@ Sec. 35 W1/2 P273/199 ONT MATIONS M-8

REMOTE TOURIST CAMPS
TWP. 9F.
DISTRICT OF SUDBURY
Scale—40 Chains = 1 Inch

Dwight Spy
M. 1441

All Boundaries run by T. Patten O.L.S. 1914

100' reservation by Dept. of L & F around certain lakes. Presence known thus.